DUBAI

You’ve booked your holiday…
now add the fun stuff!
Dubai Explorer Pass
Save up to 55% on admission to your choice of 3, 4, 5 or 7 top Dubai
attractions, tours, theme parks, museums, and more for one low
price.

PRICES FROM

Adult £138
Child £115

Burj Khalifa 124th Floor Observation Deck Tickets
From the 124th Floor Observation Deck of the hugely impressive
Burj Khalifa you will enjoy unparalleled views of Dubai’s 21st
century skyline and the desert beyond.

Adult £36
Child £27

Dubai City Tour
Take a tour of Dubai, a city of contradictions and Wonders. On this
city tour you will see the old and the new, the ancient and the
modern, the exotic and the majestic.

Adult £35
Child £31

Al Maha Desert Safari and Sunset Barbecue
A Dubai desert safari is a ‘must-do' experience for anyone visiting
Dubai. Head into the desert for a thrilling and exhilarating
experience in the capable hands of an expert driver.

Adult £55
Child £47

Atlantis Dolphin Adventure Deep Water Interaction
Join the Atlantis dolphins in the deeper waters of the beautiful
lagoons for an intimate experience where you meet and play with
the graceful and intriguing Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins.

General
£190

Dubai Hot Air Balloon Flight with Breakfast Safari
Although hot air ballooning is a truly impressive experience, this
Dubai hot air balloon flight takes it to the next level for a complete
‘wow’ experience.

Adult
Adult £272
£28
Child
Child£239
£5

Burj Khalifa & lunch at Burj Al Arab
Celebrate Dubai’s architectural wonders on this tour which includes
lunch at the Burj Al Arab, the highest hotel ever built and a visit to the
top of the Burj Khalifa, currently the tallest building in the world.

Adult £234
Child £214

Atlantis Aquaventure with Free Lost Chambers Aquarium
This great value combo ticket offers same-day admission to BOTH
Aquaventure Water Park and The Lost Chambers Aquarium at the
incredible resort destination of Atlantis, The Palm.

Adult £60
Child £45

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY!
T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions.

